Deblurring visual evoked potentials using commercially available software.
Visual evoked potentials are useful clinical tools to study visual pathways of the brain. Although the temporal resolution is unsurpassed by other brain imaging technologies, the spatial resolution is diminished or blurred by the low conductance of the electrical signals through the skull. Methods have been proposed to improve the spatial resolution by downwardly projecting the electrical signals measured on the scalp to the surface of the cerebral cortex through the inverse solution of the equations governing static current flow. We describe the adaptation and combination of commercially available engineering software programs to solve this inverse problem and report the results of a sample run of the system. Before deblurring, the visual evoked potentials appeared to be diffusely localized over the posterior scalp. After deblurring, the visual evoked potentials were only found at the electrodes closest to the visual cortex, as would be predicted by our current knowledge of neuroanatomy.